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Overview: Partisans made an enormous contribution to the outcome of World War II.  Partisans 
were civilian fighters, who fought against the occupying powers across the globe.  The rules 
here will help you make Partisans part of the Global War experience. 
 
Rules:  
Generation : After the last player has gone in a turn, roll a D12 for each land zone that remains 
conquered by an opposing player.  For each “12” place a Partisan marker in that territory.   The 
roll need only by “10” for all zones in the Soviet Union, China, United States, and Japan. 
Effect: A partisan marker in a territory has the following effects: 

a. Land units must stop when entering the territory (they may not move through it. 

b. You do not get resources from the territory. 

c. If you are playing with house rules for supply, Partisans prevent the tracing of 

supply through a zone. 

d. If you are playing with house rules for rail movement, Partisans prevent rail move 

through the zone. 

Removal:  A partisan marker may be removed by an infantry class unit (infantry, mech infantry, 
marine etc…) that occupies the zone as its only action during its turn.  A partisan may not 
otherwise be attacked by other units. 
Upgrade: When two Partisans are placed in the same zone, they combine to form a regular 
infantry.   Remove the control marker of the occupying power. 
 
 
Advanced Partisan Rules        
Special Partisans: Some zones have “special” Partisans as follows: 
 

1. China: When a Partisan appears in China, roll a dice.  On a 1-5 the Partisan is Chinese 

Nationalist (KMT) controlled.  On a 6-12 the Partisan is Chinese Communist (CCP) 

controlled.   KMT and CCP Partisans cannot combine to form a single infantry.  When 

CCP Partisans combined to form an infantry a formerly KMT zone, place a CCP control 

marker in that zone. 

2. France: When a Partisan appears in any part of mainland France roll a dice. On a 1-6 it is 

a Free French Partisan (under control of the French player) and on a 7-12 it is a FTP 

(Communist) Partisan under control of the Russian player.   FTP and Free French 

Partisans may not combine to form a single infantry. When FTP Partisans combine to 

form an infantry in a previously French held zone, place a Soviet control marker in that 

zone. 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Partisan-Marker-Acrylic_p_814.html


3. French Indo China: When a Partisan appears in French Indo China roll a dice.  On a 1-5 

it is a Free French Partisan.  On a 6-12 it is a Viet Mihn (Communist) Partisan under 

control of the Russian player.  Free French and Viet Mihn Partisans may not combine to 

form a single infantry. When two Viet Mihn partisans combine to form an infantry, place 

a CCP control marker in that zone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 

Updated: 5/22/14 

 
Optional rules and House rules have been a part of gaming since the beginning. To continue 

this tradition, the staff of HBG have compiled some of our favorites from all over the Internet as 
well as what we use in our games at home.  We not only want to provide our customers with a 

high quality product, but also offer suggestions on how to implement these pieces into your 
game.  Several rules are outlined in a detailed format so that you might take them at face value, 
and enjoy.  Others simply point you in a general direction.  We encourage you to use these rules 

as a guideline to creating your own house rules.  Thank you for your patronage.   
 

The HBG Staff 
– Doug – Adam – Mike – Chris –Will 

 
We would love to hear from you!  If you have house rules or ideas you’d like to share, send 

them to us.  If we love it, we’ll post here with the others.  Send your rules to: 
 

markers@historicalboardgaming.com 
 


